
Flooding in the subway is the biggest problem in NYC when the subway goes under water.

People’s sorrows know no bounds. As most people are using the subway everyday for their daily

purpose. In every section people have to use the subway. The working people go to their

workplace by train and students are also using the train for going to their educational institution,

especially college students. They all are being gathered in the subway to go to their destination

everyday. And they came back home by train also. They can’t spend a day without using the

subway. As a student, I also have to use the subway for many purposes. Everywhere to go we

have to use transport. So, this is very important to know the condition of flooding in the subway.

When the subway goes under water the life of public people becomes difficult. Because each and

every moment we need to use the subway trains. We can’t go anywhere if it happens. So, we

should be aware of this fact about who is using the subway



My target audience is going to be the subway using people. And the best media of awaring

people about this issue is the “subway”. As everyday people using the subway trains, we can

reach those people easily in the subway. We can make a consultation with them. And we can use

posters and leaflets in the subway. Most people read the subway posters, paintings and leaflets.

So this is the best media to inform people about this issue from my perspective as most people

use the subway. The effects of Hurricane Sandy were more miserable for people. So, for future

consciousness we should be strictly aware of the people by the above method.



After doing the campaign, we expect the people that are gonna be more aware of the issue of

subway flood. And the authorities will take steps to prevent subway flooding from my point of

view. People will be able to know the effects of subway flood and how they will be affected and

also will be able to overcome it. The authority may make the flood proof subway. These should

be the expected outcome of our campaign.
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Here is the condition of subway flooding. So, people should care about subway flooding who are

using subway trains for their daily aspects.
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